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Introduction
As the Internet has become critical infrastructure penetrating many aspects of modern society, a better under-
standing of its behavior is of great interest to a range of fields from science to public policy. Characteristic
patterns of Internet often vary with geography, and coherent study of these geographical trends is important
to optimizing operations, engineering, and capacity and service planning. However, the massive volumes
of data, and its wide geographic dispersion challenge common mapping and visualizing techniques. In
this paper, we present a novel visualization technique – the Influence Map – which renders a compressed
representation of geospatially distributed Internet data.

We apply this new technique to illustrate the behavior of a critical Internet service – specifically, the
observed interactions between DNS root name servers and their clients. Efficient visualizations of these
datasets reveal relationships between Internet services and users ona macroscopic scale and improve our
ability to model geography-related Internet features.

1 Methodology

Many applications on the Internet employ a client-server model where clientsrequests service from a set
of servers. Actual matching of clients and servers depends on multi-variable network dynamics (load-
balancing, routing choices, bottlenecks and latencies, etc.) and is difficultto predict, measure, and visualize.

Typical network visualization methods represent each client of a given server as a single dot on a geo-
graphic map [1, 2] and depict clients of different servers on the same mapusing different colors or symbol
types. A combined map is legible provided that: (i) the number of sets is small; and (ii) set sizes are small,
or (iii) sets exhibit strong clustering so a set’s geographic region stands out.

However, often the number of clients per server is large (many thousands) and their geographic coordi-
nates are not necessarily tightly clustered. Too many points on a map overlapand obscure each other making
it difficult to distinguish clearly among sets (Fig. 1).

We present a method to efficiently and usefully aggregate and visualize geospatially distributed data
that characterize multiple servers serving worldwide population of clients. The visualization consists of
two parts, the Location Map and the Displacement Map, and illuminates the geographic location of clients
relative to the location of their server.

We consider clients of each server as a separate group (or set). The Location Map shows the centroid,
or center of gravity, of each set and indicates the location of set members relative to their centroid. The
Displacement Map shows the displacement of the set’s centroid from the geographic location of the set’s
server. We next explain how each depicts relevant macroscopic aspects of DNS data.

Location Map.
Since displaying each individual member at its true location overloads the map tothe point of limiting utility
(cf. Fig. 1), we instead display aggregated data sets. On our Location Map, each group of clients addressing
the same server is represented as a circle surrounded by a group of wedges.

Fig. 2 illustrates our technique. First, we calculate the coordinates of the point equidistant from all
members of the set. This point represents the set’s geographic “center ofgravity” or itscentroid and becomes
the center of the set’s circle. The size of the circle reflects the number of clients in the set.

Next, we plot wedges to characterize the geographical distribution of setmembers. We divide the direc-
tional space around the set’s centroid into equal sectors, the number of sectors being a variable parameter.
We found that using eight sectors optimized visual clarity of the DNS data; other data sets, or even other
questions about this DNS data, might warrant a different sector granularity. For each sector, we draw a
single wedge. The wedge color indicates the total number of group members (clients) that lie in the geo-
graphic direction pointed to by the wedge. The length of the wedge is proportional to the average distance



Figure 1:An example of cohesion loss and obscuration problem with dot graphs. We depict clients of
DNS root servers [3] using colors to distinguish subgroups querying different servers. The two images use
the same data set, but draw subgroups in a different order. The resulting views appear drastically different,
distorting the true geographical coverage of each subgroup.

from those members to the set’s geographic centroid. The proportionality factor is a variable visualization
parameter chosen to avoid occlusion by overlapping wedges.

Displacement Map.
The Displacement Map complements the Location Map, pointing out cases where there is a noticeable
distance between the location of a server and the geographic centroid of itsclients. Figure 3 is an example
of a Displacement Map for two DNS root servers located in Japan. For each server, a white line connects
the text label naming this server to its true geographic location on the map. White circles mark the locations
of the clients’ centroids. A gray ‘drift’ line connecting the actual location ofeach server with the centroid
of its clients draws attention to cases where the disparity is significant. The shorter the drift line, the closer
a server’s location is to the projected geographic center of its clients. To minimize clutter, the Displacement
Map shows only the sets where the displacement is at least one pixel long.

2 Visualization Examples – Influence Map for DNS root servers

In this Section, we present the influence map technique applied to visualize theworldwide population of
clients querying DNS root servers.

Data. The Domain Name System (DNS) [3] is a fundamental component of today’s Internet, providing
mappings between domain names used by people and the corresponding IP addresses required by network
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Figure 2: Aggregation of data for a Location
Map. Dots represent actual locations of set’s
members. The circle is positioned at the geo-
graphic centroid of the set. The color of each
wedge shows the number of members that lie
in the geographic direction pointed to by that
wedge. The length of the wedge from the center
is proportional to the average distance of those
members from the centroid.
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Figure 3: Displacement Map. Large displace-
ments are observed for two instances of M-root
servers located in Japan.

software. The original DNS design provisioned only 13root nameservers, named by letters from A to M,
to provide the bootstrap foundation for the global DNS database. Explosive Internet growth challenged
this limitation and led several of the DNS root nameservers to deploy anycasttechnology. With anycast
deployment, there are still only 13 IP addresses of the root servers, but each address corresponds to multiple
physical instances of the given root server. A client still sends its requests to a single IP address, and the
network routing layer, unaware that multiple machines have this address, chooses the shortest path to this
address. Thus, the query is automatically routed to the nearest instance ofthe requested root server [4].

In 2007, 6 of the 13 root nameservers use anycast deployment, namely,the C, F, I, J, K and M [5]. Their
anycast nodes are located all over the world to increase the geographicdiversity of the roots and to shorten
DNS response time. The anycast architecture of the roots also increasesDNS system capacity and makes
the system more resilient to DDOS attacks.

We collected packet traces [6] at anycast instances of the C, F, K, andM root servers as part of the Day
In The Life of the Internet project [7] on January 9-10, 2007. We found geographic locations of all anycast
instances in our dataset from [5]. To determine locations of observed clients, first we filtered out queries
from bogon networks [8]. Next, for clients with valid IP addresses, we used the NetAcuity service by Digital
Envoy [9] to map IP addresses to locations.

Visualization. We constructed an Influence Map for each root nameserver (Figures4, 5, 6, and 7). The
number of anycast instances in our dataset varies from 4 for C root upto 35 for F root. Clients of each
anycast instance are aggregated and visualized as a separate group.

Latency in responding to client requests generally decreases when requests are routed to the geograph-
ically closest instance of a root server. However, the Internet routingprotocol, Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP), optimizes on criteria other than geography, e.g., service providerpolicies (based on economic and
business realities) and then on routing path length. Attaining any gains in latency and stability are secondary
effects from this optimization. Thus, at most anycast instances, we observe queries from clients from all
over the world, rather than from just the local geographic region.

If all sets’ centroids were located in a relatively small region of the world, we could have approximated
that small area of the globe as a flat 2D surface and could have used a straight distance-preserving projection
to create our map image. In this case, directions would be preserved and thelength of the drawn wedges
would be proportional to the actual geographic distances. However, for centroids distributed around the
globe, as the instances of the DNS root servers and their clients are, this simple approach does not work, and
distortion will be induced somewhere when projecting from a 3D spherical to2D plane. The polar projection
centered on the North Pole minimizmes this distortion for the greatest number of clients since most of the
world’s Internet users are in the Northern hemisphere where the distortion is minimal. At the same time,
directional lines closer to the South Pole become curved and strongly distorted. If we constructed wedges
(i.e., chose a sector on the map, identified clients that lie in this direction, and calculated average distance
to those clients) in the original 3D space, the 2D projection of those wedges would be similarly curved and
distorted. To avoid this confusion, we do all calcuclations directly in the projected flat 2D space on the map,
so that the resulting wedges point toward corresponding parts of the world as positioned on the same map.
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Figure 4: C-root (4 instances)C-root has four
global instances, all in the US. In our dataset,
only the Chicago (ord) node serves mostly US-
based clients. Therefore, the clients’ geographic
centroid is in the US and this node is not shown
on the Displacement Map. For the other three in-
stances, there is a considerable distance between
server instances and the centroids of their clients.
The New York (jfk) and DC (iad) instances pri-
marily serve a European client base, so the cen-
troids of their corresponding groups of clients
are in Europe. The centroid of the Los Angeles
(lax) instance falls in Asia since the client popu-
lation of this server came primarily from Asia.
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Figure 5: F-root (35 instances)F-root main-
tains the largest number of instances. The areas
where circles overlap correspond to the regions
with the highest concentration of Internet users:
North America, Europe, East Asia.
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Figure 6:K-root (9 instances)Europe contains
a large set of instances that serve primarily Eu-
ropean clients. Therefore, there is no observable
displacement between these servers and the cen-
troids of their clients. A notable exception is the
Moscow instance. The centroid of its clients is
shifted eastward reflecting a largely Asian clien-
tele. The centroid of the Milan instance exhibits
a minor displacement toward Middle East. The
displacement of the Brisbane instance is towards
the rest of Australia.
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Figure 7: M-root (6 instances)M-root has six
instances: three in Japan, one in the US, one in
Korea, and one in Europe. Despite their loca-
tion in Japan, the two NRT nodes (dixie and jp-
nap) serve a worldwide client population as ev-
idenced by a large displacement of their clients’
centroids toward the US and Europe. The third
NRT node (jpix) serves clients from Australia
and its centroid is in Polynesia. The clients’
centroid of the American node (sfo) is displaced
towards Europe, but still remains in the North
America. The clients’ centroid of the European
node (cdg) is pulled towards the US, but remains
in Europe.
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3 Conclusions

Although one of the Internet’s greatest strengths is its ability to obviate the problems of geographic dis-
tance, in reality, geographic considerations impact many operational decisions of Internet operators. A
better understanding of the geographic distribution of clients using global Internet infrastructure and re-
sources improves our ability to analyze existing and develop future policies regarding optimized locations
of services. The volume of information describing hundreds of serversand millions of clients quickly ren-
ders simple techniques of geographic mapping of data ineffective. We developed influence maps to provide
a unified, compressed representation of the geographic distribution of a networked system that facilitates
analysis and comparison of different components of that system. Althoughour visualization method does
not completely eliminate occlusion it does diminish its effects. Feedback from operators of root servers has
already indicated that the DNS influence maps improved their understanding of the impact of anycast and
helped guide their infrastructure investment decisions. This technique alsoseems promising for other data
sets, including geopolitical and social, i.e., illustrating the constituence vs home state of candidates, or the
fans vs geographic origin of movies, music, or religions.
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